Many of us remember Bill Moyer’s series, *The Power of Myth* with Joseph Campbell, where the Hero’s journey was spoken of as having specific steps including The Call, Initiation, and Return. In this talk, Leland Shields, MA, will use this “power of myth” to illuminate cancer and its treatment as a potentially transformative journey for everyone that it touches. You will explore the myths that inform the experience of cancer and the healing of the soul, including Inanna, the Sumerian Goddess of fertility and war, *The Book of Job*, *The Odyssey*, *The Wizard of Oz*, and others. Don’t miss this unique opportunity for learning and lively conversation.

Thursday, March 17, 2011 at Gilda’s Club Seattle,
7:00-8:30 pm—Light refreshments served at 6:45.
Free and open to the public. Please RSVP to attend:
206.709.1400 Or online at www.gildasclubseattle.org
Noogieland—for kids to play supervised by trained volunteers,
available during lectures, only with 3 days advance RSVP
(by Monday 3/14/11)

Leland Shields, MS, MA is a Licensed Mental Health Counselor in Seattle. He works frequently with cancer survivors and those in treatment. He is also the author of *Dreamwork Around the World and Across Time*. (For more about Lee, see [www.LelandShields.com](http://www.LelandShields.com)).